Amber Rovner/Hagy/Hatfield and Edward R. Reines filed a motion on behalf of the Federal Circuit Bar Association (without entering an appearance) to absolve Judge Kimberly A. Moore of her conflicts of interest in *Leader v. Facebook*—even though Judge Moore was a former expert witness for their law firm Weil Gotshal Manges LLP. Moore verified this prior relationship in her Senate Confirmation testimony. Weil Gotshal Jason D. Kipnis’ and Adrian Percer’s continued employment by Weil Gotshal further proves that Judge Moore was duty-bound to disqualify herself. Instead, she was remained silent.


**Kimberly A. Moore**, Senate Confirmation Hearing, p. 71:

“In *Seagate Tech LLC v. Corinice, Inc.* (D.Del. 04-418(SLR)), I was retained as an expert consultant on patent office procedure. I filed an expert report and testified by deposition in this matter. I was retained by Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP.

David C. Radulescu
Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York Avenue
New York, NY 10153
(212) 310-8007”
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